Does Slack Require DUO Multifactor Authentication?

Yale individuals sign into Slack using NetID and password, but do I need to use a second factor to authenticate each time?

Desktop App

If you are off the campus network when signing into a Yale SOM Enterprise Grid for the first time, YES, you will be prompted for a second factor of authentication using DUO. After initial authentication, you will not be prompted to authenticate again by the desktop application.

Mobile App

If you are off the campus network when signing into a Yale SOM Enterprise Grid for the first time, YES, you will be prompted for a second factor of authentication using DUO. After initial authentication, you will not be prompted to authenticate again by the mobile application.

Web Browser

If you are off the campus network when signing into a Yale SOM Enterprise Grid for the first time, YES, you will be prompted for a second factor of authentication using DUO. After initial authentication, you will not be prompted to authenticate again in that web browser.

*If you use a different browser which has not logged into Slack before, you will be prompted to authenticate again. If you clear your browser’s history or use private browser sessions, you will be required to authenticate again.
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